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HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof     145.625Mhz   88.5Hz access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  Alverstone 145.600Mhz   88.5Hz access tone.(not installed yet) 
  
These VHF repeaters are linked on a hub repeater of 438.650 Mhz(Tx-7,6khz) 
 
NATURN UHF       Kloof             Ch 1                439.125Mhz  (  mobile RX  )(-7,6Mhz) 
                  Ridge Road    Ch 3                439.025Mhz      
                  Bluff        Ch 4                439.175Mhz  
                  Athlone Park Ch 5                439.075Mhz  (not installed yet) 
                  Kensington    Ch 6                439.275Mhz    136.5Hz  access tone reqd. 
   
These UHF repeaters are star linked via the Alverstone hub repeater 434.650 Mhz (Tx-1,6Mhz) 
 
Packet BBS  and Digipeater  Frequency: 144.625Mhz BBS: ZS0WTE, Digi: ZS0KLO-1 
 
 
BITS AND BOBS 
 
1. Congratulations go to young Edrich(Ed) De Lange ZR5TUX, on receiving the SARL Young Radio Amateur of the 

Year Award. Ed has received his award and will be obviously beaming. Well done Ed! 
2. A New Member: Welcome to Paul ZR5PS, the Chairman, Committee & Members 

welcome you to the club. 
3. A big thank you from all to Sheldon ZR5SDB and his saltmine Supportnet for hosting 

the IRLP server again, and to Brad and Brad for installing the kit and organising the 
repeater tail shortening. It also seems that we will be getting another IRLP node on 
VHF soon! 

 
  
New Year Message: The Highway Amateur Radio Club Chairman 
and Committee wish all readers of Hotline, the very best for 2005. 
May it be a Healthy & Prosperous one, and a safe and  enjoyable 
holiday season to all! 
 
 
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 
 
 
December 2004 
 
19th  Tony ZS5ACB  (031) 708-2626  
 
26th  Gary ZS5NK (031) 701-0109  
 
January 2005 
 
2nd Sean ZR5SEP (031) 2617200/ (083) 3068654 
 
9th Edwin ZS5BBO (031) 2672817 
 
16th Lawry ZS5HV  (031) 702-8652 
 
23rd Gary ZS5NK (031) 701-0109 
 
30th Janet ZS5JAN (031) 2672817 
 
 



February 2005 
 
6th Phil ZS5RJ  (031) 2028807  
 
13th Sean ZR5SEP (031) 2617200/ (083) 3068654 
 
20th Edwin ZS5BBO (031) 2672817 
 
27th Lawry ZS5HV  (031) 702-8652 
 
Compiled by Sean E. Pritchard 
ZR5SEP 

----------------------------------0000000000000000000000------------------------------- 
 
ADVERT    

BRADLEY GLEN (ZS5WT) 
 trading as: B-Comm 

ICOM AMATEUR/COMMERCIAL 
FOR ALL YOUR HAM/RADIO NEEDS 

E.MAIL: brad@2r.co.za PHONE:   082 9943331 or (031) 764-0787 
 
 

Joke: From Phil ZS5RJ 
 
A man called home to his wife and said, "Honey I have been asked to go fishing up in Canada with my boss & several of his 
friends. We'll be gone for a week. This is a good opportunity for me to get that promotion I've been wanting so could you 
please pack enough clothes for a week and set out my rod and fishing box? We're leaving from the office & I will swing 
by the house to pick my things up." "Oh! Please pack my new blue silk pajamas." 
The wife thinks this sounds a bit fishy but being the good wife she is, did exactly what her husband asked. 
The following weekend he came home a little tired but otherwise looking good. 
The wife welcomed him home and asked if he caught many fish? 
He said, "Yes! Lots of Salmon, some Bluegill, and a few Swordfish. 
But why didn't you pack my new blue silk pajamas like I asked you to do?" 
 
The wife replied, "I did. They're in your fishing box....." 
 
 
 
BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 
 
December 2004 
 
19-Dec Staci Holliday Daughter of Cheryl & Dave ZR5CW 
19-Dec Merle Vallance Spouse of Scotty ZR5SV 
24-Dec Dale Fagan ZS5COM   
25-Dec Roxanne Bean Daughter of  Ronelle & Alan M0ROE & M0JAB 
30-Dec Tony Fox ZS5TF Spouse of Vicki  ZS5VF 
 
January 2005 
 
3-Jan Jan  Minny ZS4JR   
8-Jan Dawn Fagan Spouse of  Dale ZS5COM 
11-Jan Octavia Ntlanga ZR5NN   
13-Jan Ray Worthington ZS5BM   
19-Jan Leo Geleynse ZR5LG   
20-Jan Allan Bean M0JAB, spouse of Ronelle ZS5A 
21-Jan Herinrich de Lange Brother of Edd ZR5TUX 
21-Jan Jean Dick Spouse of Angus ZS5GV 
22-Jan Brian Booth ZS5BSB   
24-Jan Lee Hanegraaf ZS5LEE   
28-Jan Ann Hunter Spouse of  Ian  ZS5IH 
 
February 2005 
 
1-Feb Linda Smit ZR5AJS spouse of  Cobus ZR5TZ 
2-Feb Claire Mawhinney Daughter of  Yvonne and Eric ZS5EWM 
12-Feb Vicki Fox ZS5VF   
19-Feb Sanni de Bruin Dogter van Daniel  ZS4DA 
19-Feb Glenn Gordon ZR5GDG   
27-Feb Tony  Mayall ZS5GR   

mailto:brad@2r.co.za


 
 
 
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
 
 
HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
 
Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, 
thanks-Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 
 
 
FOR YOUR DIARY 
All times quoted in SAST 
 
 
 
 
December 2004 
 
26  Day of Goodwill 
26  SARL Presidents Net 
27  Public Holiday 
 
January 2005 
 
01  New Years Day 

NARC Opens 
09  DARC 10-Meter Contest (0900 – 1059 GMT) www.darc.de 
12  Schools open – Inland provinces 
15 - 16  Hunting Lions in the Air www.sarl.org.za/public/contests 
19  Schools open – Coastal provinces 
21 – 23  PEARS VHF/UHF Contest www.sarl.org.za/public/contests 
29  SARL Youth Day (09:00 – 13:00 CAT) www.sarl.org.za/public/contests 
29 - 30  CQ 160-Meter CW Contest, UBA SSB DX Contest www.cq-amatear-radio.com 
30 Presidents Net / Intecnet 
 
 
February 2005 
 
2  World Wetlands Day 
12 - 13  SARL HF Field Day www.sarl.org.za/public/contests 
 Dutch PACC Contest www.veron.ne 
 CQ WW RTTY WPX Contest www.cq-amatear-radio.com 
14  Valentine’s Day 
19 - 20  ARRL International DX CW Contest www.arrl.org/contests 
26 - 27  CQ 160-Meter SSB Contest www.cq-amatear-radio.com 
28  Closing date for logs for SARL HF Field Day and PEARS VHF/UHF Contest 
 
The Chirpers Column de ZS5IAN 
 
I wonder if I asked each of the hams what his most favourite accessory in his shack is, what he / she would answer….. 
I have given this serious thought and have come up with the following goodies that most hams would love to find in their 
Xmas stockings; However as Xmas will have passed by the time you read this, I hope you will have got some nice ham 
equipment that you can use…. 
 

1. Green plastic coated wire used for gardening to hold up plants to bamboos etc.  This I use when storing cables and 
wires to keep them from unravelling. It keeps everything neatly bound. 

2. A decent soldering iron. I suppose the Weber is the best, but I have got a temperature controlled one from A1 
Radio (Solomon) that you can set the temperature and has LED’s to show you the temperature. 

3. A yoghurt tub of clean water so that you can dunk the sponge in water to make it damp. The damp sponge is used 
for keeping the soldering iron tip clean. (Otherwise I guess that most hams are too lazy to go and get their sponges 
wet when they want to do a bit of quick soldering.) 

4. A cheap mirror with handle.  These I use for peeking behind the rigs to see where the various connections are 
before trying to get the plug into the socket that is otherwise a touch and feel problem. 

5. A rotary cable stripper for RG58 cable. This is probably the most important goodie that I have got!  Just put it on 
the RG58 and give it a few turns and it strips the RG58 just perfect for putting on the SO239. 

6. Decent wire cutters for sniping off the extra bits of components under the circuit board. 



7. Decent pair of tweezers for picking up bits and pieces too small for your fingers. Absolutely necessary when small 
items get dropped into inaccessible places. 

8. Prestik. Used for putting on small lengths of straws to pick up that silly washer that dropped under the circuit 
board……. 

9. Prestik for holding A4 sheets on the wall that have the list of Q codes that you always meant to learn off by 
heart…… 

10. Self Adhesive Labels for labelling each antenna. (I put two on each cable about half a meter apart, just in case the 
first one gets lost or torn off. 

11. A Jam jar with lots of spare pens and pencils. Nothing worse than scribbling down CW and the pencil lead breaks. 
12. What about that old digital watch that you never use – the one with the broken strap. Well I attach that on my 

clipboard on which I have my log book sheets. This watch is set on 24 hour time and is set to UTC. This makes 
filling in your log book so much easier. 

13. Old pillow slips. You probably won’t need them if your shack is in the house, but if like me, your shack is in the 
garage, then all equipment should be protected from the dust and most importantly from the attack by full tummied 
gecko’s. (where do they get so much food from – and why do they aim their droppings on your log book?) 

14. A roll of self amalgamating tape for waterproofing all cable connections. Also if you can get a roll of that black 
“Prestik” like goo that goes on to the joint before wrapping it in self amalgamating tape. 

 
I wonder if you have such a list? Do let me know if you have some special gadget or tool that is indispensable in your shack.  
 
CW on 40 meters is alive and well. Two newcomers to the band are John ZS5JON and Barrie ZS5ZB. Well I suppose that 
Barrie is no newcomer to the band as he has been a ham for many years. However I have only worked him once in the last 4 
years until he came up again last week whilst I was chatting to John.  Barrie uses an old Heathkit and a G5RV. He sends fine 
business CW. He is now a regular in the evenings. 
 
Now John ZS5JON is another story……….  John passed his CW exam about 3 years ago. He is one of these people that 
needs the proverbial kick in the butt to kick start him into action. I think he was in the group of people that Mel ZS5MF 
taught in 2001 or 2002. Heather ZS5MN would have been in that group. Well I think I did work him once when I tried to 
start the “Chirpers Group” on CW. This was a group of people that all had ex military B25 or B26 radios. Excellent 
transmitters on SSB, but always had a characteristic chirp on CW.  He came on (very shyly) and sent morse for a few 
minutes. That was the only time I heard him on CW. I prodded him many times and tried to get him on the air, but he always 
had an excuse!  A few weeks ago he was in my shack and OM Buz came on the air at about 30 wpm. I rushed for my pencil 
and started to write it down whilst at the same time OM John was reading it out aloud from his head!  This man could read 
Buz in his head! – now he had no excuse for not coming on the air.  Anyway to cut a long story short, John went home and 
the next evening I phoned him and asked him (told him) to plug in the key and meet me on 7020. What an experience! His 
CW was beautiful to listen to. He has a lovely fist and uses a straight key. Now we enjoy a sked most evenings when I get 
home from work.  I suppose another lesson in Elmering…..  (or maybe in this case cajoling!) 
 
Ragchewing. I wrote in last months column that I had started working 15 meters (I hang out around 21,230). I have worked 
about 20 stations each evening (barring one evening when the band did not open). Most of the English speakers I had nice 
ragchews with, but last night I spoke to Bill KA3TKV in Pennsylvania for nearly 90 minutes. He was putting out 80 watts 
from an old Icom 735 which he got in 1980. It was the state of the art back then. I forget the antenna he was using but was a 
four element job. With his 80 watts he was 5 by 7 into Pinetown.  He was on vacation (his wife was not) and told me that he 
had a Honeydew list. Now obviously he has an American accent and the “dew” in Honeydew is pronounced “do”.  I was 
perplexed until he told me that the list was from his wife for jobs that needed attention – “you know – Honey, do this, honey 
do that – so it became a Honeydew list! 
 
There are 50 American States and I have discovered that in the past 4 weeks I have worked quite a few of them, Now I need 
14 more to get my Worked All States award. 
 
I saw on Edwin’s ZS5BBO shack wall his list of certificates and amongst them one from the Highway Club. This one is not 
so difficult to obtain and I will be looking through my logs to see if I can claim it.  You can find details on our web site. 
 
OK folks, I think I am a bit late for the Christmas Edition so I will leave you with the wish list that I sent to Santa.  It costs 
nothing to send him a wish list.. 
 

• A Benjamin Michael 12 inch 24 hour wall clock 
• Yaesu FT 1000MP Mark V or maybe an Icom IC7800 
• Yaesu FT847 
• An Ameritron with the American Legal Output limit ….. he he! 

 
De ZS5IAN 
Have a great 2005. 
 
 
Email from Phil ZS5RJ: 
 
A husband and wife were traveling by car from Johannesburg to Cape Town. 
After a tiresome long distance of traveling, they were too tired to continue. They stopped at a nice hotel and took a room and 
planned to sleep for four hours and get back on the road. 
 
When they checked out four hours later, the desk clerk charged them R750. The man exploded and demanded the reason for 



such a high price. The clerk told him R750 was the standard rate. 
 
The man asked to speak to the Manager. The Manager listened to the man and explained the hotel had an Olympic sized pool 
and a huge conference centre, and they featured spectacular shows available to the clients. "The best entertainers from Jo' 
burg, Cape Town and Durban perform here", he explained. 
 
No matter what facility the Manager mentioned, the man replied, "But we didn't use it!" "Well, it was here, so you could 
have" replied the manager. "But we  didn't!!" exclaimed the now rather angry man. The manager was unmoved, and 
finally the man gave up and agreed to pay. 
 
He wrote a cheque and gave it to the manager. The manager was surprised when he looked at the cheque. "But sir," he said, 
"this cheque is made out for only R200!" "That's right," said the man," I charged you R550 for sleeping with my wife." 
"But I didn't!" exclaimed the manager. 
"Well," the man replied, "She was here, and you could have. 
 
 
An email my daughter received from a friend, from a friend, from a friend, -initial source unknown: 
Title: Gauteng Policeman ! ( South Africa) 
 
A Gauteng policeman pulled a car over and told the driver that because he had been wearing his seat belt, he had just won 
R5 000, in a Country Wide Safety Competition. Being a Zimbabwean, the driver could hardly believe his luck. “What are 
you going to do with the cash?” asked the traffic cop. “Well I guess I’m going to get a drivers license,” he answered. 
 
“Oh, don’t listen to him,” yelled a woman in the passenger seat. “He tries to be smart when he’s drunk.” This woke up the 
guy in the back seat, who took one look at the cop and moaned, “I knew we wouldn’t get far in a stolen car.” At that moment  
there was a knock from the boot (trunk) and a voice said, “Are we over the border yet?” 
 
The cop fainted!     
 
HARC Swap Column (New!) 
 
EMPTY 
 

OoooooooooooooooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
 

Technical Stuff: 
 
The mistake in the CW article from K3MT, was…….One of the graphics on the page is incorrect, but the text gives 
the correct info. The author knows about the error but is unwilling to change the graphic, he requests that we 
rather point out that there is this minor error. See Peter’s website: 
http://www.electronic-ideas.com/zs5act/">http://www.electronic-ideas. 
And K3MT’s website: www.erols.com/k3mt  
 
************************************* 
On Packet: From ZR6DHC, a new USB modem from SV2AGW-it could be very worthwhile for packet users. 
 
(uTNC Grey) USB micro TNC 1200 bps Colour Grey + Radio Cable 1m 
 

This is the first TNC that takes advantage of the new 
technologies. Extremely small size and self powered. You 
can flash the new firmware over internet, instantly. It is 
useful for everyday packet, for APRS, as a Tracker with a 
GPS or as APRS digi. Extremely flexible can be used with 
existing programs, real plug ‘n play. Multiple power 
options (USB, External or Internal battery pack). Unlimited 
number of uTNCs can be connected to your computer for 
multiport stations. Available with two 
colors: black and grey. It is offered with ready radio cable 
(1m long) and battery. There is offered also longer cables 
for ordering. Basic Technical details are:  
 
USB driven and powered, Plug & play, Full TNC2 
command compatible, Build in Kiss mode, Standard and 
Smart Beaconing. Can be used as APRS digi . Can be used 
Standalone without  computer. 1200b afsk modem. Build in 
GPS port  
Boot Loader for new Firmware upload. Full support for 
APRS. TX, DCD, STA,  L1, L2 LEDs. RISC CPU and 32 
KByte RAM for buffering. Extremely Low Power 
consumption. Ideal for portable or mobile operation. It can 

be used with existing software (Packet Engine,UI-View,etc)  

http://www.electronic-ideas.com/zs5act/
http://www.erols.com/k3mt


Ability to be used as Tracker. Connect your GPS to the GPS port, set your call sign using the supplied software and GO! (No 
need for a computer). Instruction manual, radio cable, USB cable and battery 110 mAh included RJ-45 radio cables are made 
of "real" copper wire - solders easily to radio connectors (radio connectors not included). Self-contained Ni-MH battery pack 
provides long time continuous operation on a single charge! Built-in circuitry to support hand held and stationary radio PTT 
circuits  
 
Cheers de ZR6DHC 
(More next month-Ed) 
 
*************************************** 
A Technical Article from the NARC Newsletter (Very interesting for the ‘Tinkerers’-Ed) 
 

COPING WITH LEAD FREE SOLDER 
 

What are the alternatives to using lead-based solder when it is banned internationally in 2006? 
 

Lead will soon be phased out of electronics, but there is no drop-in replacement for our rusty old 60/40 rosin cored 
solder. Worse still, the new lead free technology is not fully compliant with traditional lead based components. Lead (Pb) 
will be banned internationally in most electronic products from 2006. The pace of the transfer to a lead free electronics 
industry has quickened and several manufacturers have already converted to lead-free production. Electronic hobbyists and 
many smaller workshops are largely unaware of the changes and its consequences. 

The very components we buy and the printed circuit boards we use could soon be lead-free finished. The soldering 
characteristics will be different and will vary as no single finish yet dominates the market. 

We might have expected good compatibility between lead-free solder and the lead-based finish on present 
components. But to add to our problems, even slight amounts of lead contamination have deleterious effects on lead-free 
technology. This finding is so important that separating the technologies is a priority for manufacturers. Rather than 
implement a gradual change, they must plan an expensive switchover to lead-free. 

If you attempt to work on a cell phone, minidisk, PC etc there is an increasing chance of it being lead-free. 
Repairing this with your trusty old 60/40 solder wire will definitely produce a less than perfect result. 

We can learn to live with the best lead-free alloy available at this time namely tin/silver/copper (TSC). (The silver 
content will probably make this road expensive.) Considering that soldered joints are the most common cause of circuit 
malfunction and that the best lead-free TSC solder is ‘not optional’, we could be set for interesting times.  

The move to lead-free electronics has turned out to be very difficult and complicated. The alloy options are also 
very difficult and too complex to be covered in this type of bulletin. This article was published in ‘Everyday Practical 
Electronics’ May, 2004  

A big problem with the new alloys is their high melting temperatures. An increased melting point from about 188C 
to 220c for the TSC solder may not seem too important but above 230C we are reaching the thermal limit of many support 
materials. Breakdown of adhesives, de-lamination of copper tracks, cracking of component packages, breakdown of solder-
masks and oxidation rates, all accelerate rapidly. For production this means even narrower process windows. But all these 
effects impact on hand soldering, making that a bit more problematic. 

Bear in mind that most components available have a tinned finish with a lead content. This means that you must 
now start separating these components into lead-based and lead-free. Apart from the alloy options we have different fluxes to 
consider. 

Current solder choices for general electronic work,  
1/ Ersin Multicore 0.8mm 60/40, rosin cored, Sn/Pb  (Tin/Lead) Melting Point 188 C 
2/ Multicore Smart 0.5 mm 62/36/2 (Sn/Pb/Ag (Tin/Lead/Silver) Low melting point (LMP) for SM work.( Melts at 179 C) 
3/ Multicore Ecosol TSC 0.7mm Sn/Ag/Cu (Tin/Silver/Copper) Target replacement for 60/40, with mildly active rosin free 
flux. (Melting point 217 – 220 C) 
4/ Shenmao TSC 1mm wire. Sn/Ag/Cu (Tin/Silver/Copper) Target replacement for 60/40 rosin mildly active flux. (M. P. 
217 – 220 C) 
5/ Multicore MX200 1.2mm Sn/Ag (Tin/Silver) Active core, tough solder for mechanical work inc. jewellery, aluminium, 
stainless. (M.P. 221C) 
Item 3 above – try RS Components. Items 4 & 5 from Maplin (Yebo) 

Initial tests with lead free soldering consisted of populating a small SM circuit on a pre tinned PCB. This was the 
worst test case with MX200 SA solder wire. Low melting point solder would normally be used for SM with a M. P. some 62 
Deg. C lower. The temperature of the SA solder was immediately obvious. It took longer to achieve good solder flow and 
full wetting of the surface. Similarly the joint cooled very fast The Tin/Silver alloy was dull and lacked the brighter 
reflective finish of traditional 60/40 solder. This appearance was in part due to the lead contamination from the tinned PCB. 
The high temperature stress was positively cruel to the SMD’s. if the completed PCB were used in a position subject to 
temperature cycling, defects would appear.    

MX200 solder contains an active flux and after a few days, green salts appeared in places. Experience has shown 
that this flux can lodge permanently inside components such as trim pots even after cleaning, leading to noisy unreliable 
circuits. With serious lead contamination, corrosive flux and high melting point solder stressing the chip components, this 
approach is not seriously recommended. The point is, don’t just grab the first lead-free product you see. 

Further tests indicate that TSC solder (the target replacement for 60/40 solder) would be the best road to take 
although the final result would depend on the amount of lead contamination (i.e. pre-tinned surfaces, soldering iron tip 
cleaners etc.) Every joint must be tested for ‘dry joint’ indication and if necessary reworked. 

To achieve good results with TSC, the same good practice must be followed as for traditional solder. Particular 
issues to consider when using TSC can be summarised as follows: 
1. Type and level of flux. 
2. Lead contamination. 
3. Iron power rating. 



4. Existing solder (for re-working). 
5. Component finish 

The above TSC tests were carried out using 0.7mm TSC wire (Multicore Ecosol) with a synthetic flux core, the 
preferred material from an ecological standpoint. But loss of flux and poor flux performance are responsible for the barely 
acceptable result. Stepping back to the other TSC (Shenmao 0.1mm wire) produced an excellent joint. This clearly shows the 
power of rosin as a flux. Again there is a negative side. Compared to the 60/40 soldered joint this one has less wetting of the 
copper resulting in poor spreading.  

A Flux pen  is an essential tool even when working with lead-based materials but is probably indispensable in the 
lead-free world and during the transitional period. These pens give excellent wetting and do not necessarily need cleaning. 
Be careful when selecting a flux pen, as some are very corrosive. The author used pens from Circuit Works (CW) and found 
them to be quite satisfactory. 

Lead contamination. Looking closer to even the best TSC results reveals another problem. Low levels of lead 
contamination interact with tin components to produce an uneven surface on the solder as it drops below the 
melting point. The tin components present in lead-free solder are not soluble in the lead. This results in a dirty 
looking finish and deeper down a much weaker joint.  

Other points effecting your future soldering needs are: 
a. The transitional period 
b. Soldering Iron tip cleaning 
c. Iron temperature 
d. Reworking 

I shall talk about these next time round. 
In the meantime purchase as much 60/40 solder you can lay your hands on (depending on how active you are with 

the soldering iron) and make provision for storing the different lead-based and lead-free components. 
The only people at present worried about this changeover are the manufacturers so you have quite a time before being 
directly affected. 
Have fun and keep smiling. 
 
Extract from May 2004 Everyday Electronics submitted by Bermie Crockford ZS1BW 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
 
 
 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
 
 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Clubhouse, first floor of the Westville Civic Centre, William Lester Drive,. on 
the 3rd Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30 Refreshments are available at a nominal price. Talk-in facilities on 
the Repeater frequency (145.000/145.600Mhz) 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the second Tuesday of every month at the Clubhouse in Westville starting at 19h30. 
 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeaters (145.600 Mhz  and 
145.625 Mhz network) as well as the simplex frequency of 145.225 MHz. all of which are linked through the UHF network, 
Bulletins are also relayed onto a frequency of 7.055 MHz in the 40 meter band. A tape recording of the bulletin is re-
broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Highway repeaters at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.600Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h15 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
An Early Bird Net operates every Sunday morning between 06h15  and 06h45 on the frequency of 7055 Khz. In the 40 
meter band, conducted by Ian (ZS5IAN) 
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h45 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. And continues until 07h40 Our 
Net Controller is Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK). 
 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.600Mhz and 145.625Mhz networks in the evenings. They are:-  
Mondays 19.30 Discussion Net  
Tuesdays 20.00 Y.L’s net.  with Pam (ZR5PAM) 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD) 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical Net/Problem Corner by Alvin (ZS5AES) 
Fridays 19.30 Discussion Time 
Saturdays 19.30 HARC Newsline by Bruce (ZS5BR)  
Sundays 19.15+/- Free 
 
The SARL Presidents net  can be heard the last Sunday of every month at noon on a frequency of 7082 Khz  
Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 



 
PACKET RADIO 
The user frequency is 144.625 MHz. The connect command is:- C ZS0WTE and the BBS address is 
ZS0WTE.PTN.KZN.ZAF.AF    The sysop is Tony (ZS5ACB), His telephone number at home is  (031)  708-2626 
 
TECHNICAL EVENING 
This evening has ceased until the club gets a replacement for Eric ZS5EWM, who has moved to the Fairest Cape. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies 
posted to them.  It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-
3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, physical address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5BP). 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB. 
harc@harc.org.za 
 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday of every month starting at 13h30 for 14h00  at the New Germany Nature Reserve.   Refreshments and 
snacks are available at nominal prices. 

 
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 
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